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When oOh! Media provides 
clients with unmissable 
away-from-home creative 
media via WiFi, they do it with 
Encapto. Encapto provides 
the first WiFi solution for 
delivering schedulable rich 
media to consumers. Encapto 
manages campaigns at 
hundreds of locations across 
Australia, and allows oOh! 
to deploy relevant targeted 
content in seconds.
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Modules used: 
• Cloud Deck Control Panel
• RADIUS user management
• Encapto GC-200CA WiFi 

enabled internet gateway 
devices

• Encapto Campaign
• Encapto Portal Builder
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Granular Control
Encapto’s Cloud Deck allows oOh! Media to 
provide measured WiFi internet access at 
each WiFi location, to track usage and deliver 
campaigns for any number of hotspots on their 
network. Sophisticated tagging of devices and 
locations means the ability to build custom 
groups for the application of policies and 
campaigns. All from the Encapto Cloud Deck.

Advanced network management
Adding new devices to a network couldn’t be easier with 
Encapto. The friendly UI means network managers can 
configure wired and unwired networks to the device 
remotely without logging in to each piece of hardware.  
oOh! Media has even used Encapto to configure a port  
on their devices to run their digital display network.

Multi-tenanted
With hundreds of isolated sites across the country, Encapto’s 
multi-tenanted solution is a must for oOh! Media.  Each 
location is served by a compact Encapto powered all-in-one 
WiFi access point and controller.  Stowed discreetly with other 
oOh! assets, the solution acts as a hub for WiFi and a separate 
digital display solution.  

Campaigns schedules, download and other access rules are 
configured from the web enabled Cloud Deck and deployed  
to one or more sites at the click of a button. 

Unmissable campaigns
Users on oOh!’s network view a campaign 
video or image as part of the process 
of connecting to free WiFi. The deal is 
simple – free WiFi for viewing an ad – and 
Encapto makes it simple to deploy. Our team of developers 
is continually working with mobile devices and operating 
systems to ensure the campaign always plays seamlessly 
regardless of the device. The result: measurable return on 
investment, quality targeted content and happy end users.

Roles and permissions
Encapto Cloud Deck allows multiple user roles with granular 
permissions to cater for complex administrative tasks. 
Sophisticated network administration and monitoring 
settings are available only to oOh!’s IT department while the 
marketing gurus work on producing and uploading cutting 
edge campaigns. 

Reporting 
Only the Encapto Cloud Deck provides the tools required to 
analyse and present complex campaign view, WiFi usage 
and survey data. The reporting module brings all data into 
one place and makes graphing, tabulating and downloading 
it simple. Encapto reporting allows the selection of one site 
or the aggregation of multiple sites for any time period and 
the creation of custom reports for client proof-of-play.


